
Finck, New Orleans Testimony, notes on, 2/34/69 

At the outset, he display a strange characteristic, for all the world a pedant addressing ingoramuses. he spells out words, beginning with his name on the first page (1), Frankfurt and forensic (4), forum and wound (5), Edgewood (7), riots (8), Humes end Boswell (9)- and this is only the beginning, these simje words. The Tendency dimininkshed durinE7 cross examination. Permeating and charact-erizing his testimony is a mntempt for the proceeding and the partifipants that is often specific, hardly hidden and particularly inapporpriate in forensic science, most of all with the scientific and legal inadequacies of his previous and con-temporaneous performance. Jaa is undisguised in much of his deliberate evading of the question, while sometimes skilled in it. He refuses to do as ordered, says what msy and may not be done, undertakes to give legal lectures and finally is told by the more the patient judge that he is not running the show. He is a verbal, medical snake, impossible to believe, most of all on such a subject, even when it is read. He never stops volunteering, usually whet is not asked of him, in an unending argument that is hardly testimony and is usually not responsive. For example, when he has marked on the shirt of defense Lawyer Wegman, as asked, the spot where he saw the read non-fatal wound of entrance, he does, and for all the world as though he had been asked a question, which he had not been, volunteers a full page of words (12) beginning iwth an orientation of the wound his training tells him is wrong, by the motable variants, the mastoid and the aeromium - which is only to make it identical with the deficient proctocol 	and twoard the end, with this qualification and restriction that in the torrent was lost upon user, "When I  examined this woulda I saw regular edges pushed inward.;." Patronizingly be concludes, "This is what we call inverted, i-n-vve-r-t-e-d." So does everyone else. The missed point is that the edges would have been "pushed inward" with the first probing of the wounds 

three 13 	Twice on this page he refers to abrasion (spelled, like tans other simple words on this page (inverted, entrymentrance). Here and elsewhere, when talking of the abrasions, he does not not use the key description, of scorching that charac-terizes a bullet wound of entry. Nor does he mention the taking of a sample for microscopic study. It was done - before he got there, *Lich would disqualify all his testimony about.it, or in his presence. 

14 	Again consistent with the proctocol but not the changes in scientific expression, he eschews the contemporaneous tracheostamy as the term for the sur-gery and calls and spells tracheotomy. Here he says, "I did not see q wound of exit at that time". From his subsequent testimony, he never saw a wound of exit. Which raises a combination of questions: how could he, a qualified man, not see it it it were there, o, the corpse before him, whereas the panel doctors claim to have found it visible in the remaining pictures, not one of which was of the front? One of the inferences is that tissue bad been removed for study before his arrival or, with him silent on the score, in his presence. This is repeated, beinkjng on the very next oage,"When you have a wound) of entry in the back of the neck and no lound of exit at the time of the autopsy." 

15 	"when the X-rays I ostssan requested showed no bullets in the cadaver..." This is not the same as saying these X-rays ee show no fragment or part of a bullet, as to his knowledge some did, 
When caution by his own lawyer "you may not say....hearsay," he launches 

into most of a page anyway, concluding, "I,insist on that point and that telephone call to Dallas from Dr, "times—% only to be interrupted to the judge, with the 
admonition, "You may insists on the point, Doctor, but we are going to do it according to the law. It is legally objectionable even if you insist." Here we hue self-characterization of super-Finek by SuperFinck, who known more than anypne else and demands recognition of it, regardless Sf the law in Alien he had just 
been qualified as an "expert". 

Perjury: At this point is what 1 believe te, be the 'first nf his open 
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perjuries. Dymond asked, "You say the Xptsys showed no buller or projectile (all 
emphasis added) in that. area of the President or in any area?", Hex responded, 

"In the entire body we saw X-rays of. I requested whale body X,reys for the reason I 
mentioned, that when I arrived in Bethesda, there were only X-rays if the head khoeieg 

fragments due to another bullet would 

Here there are a number of important and interesting points. his is a 

different version of the time of his arrival and what had been done by then. Accordig 

to the Humes testimony, which he swore to before the Commission, the only X-rays 
not taken by his arrival were of the extremities. Another is the use of the word 
"projectile". A-fragment of ballet, even a fragment or:belie, 13 a projectile, and 
of this there is absolutely no doubt. Aside from his own statement (196?) on re-
examining these same X-rays, that there were multiple fragments of bullet Sholeng 
in precisely this area about which he was questioned, there is also the "unidenti-
fied" object in the head, described as "a rectangular structure", clearly showing in 

the X-rays. With an ordinary doctors, this false testimony could not be excused. 
Finck is a pathologist, whose bysiness is just this sort of thing, and more, a 
forensic pathologist, whose function it is to detect and testify to just such 
items. this cannot be an accidental misstatement. Evasive and slithering as is 
his response, he begins with "in the entire body", and says it was for just this 

purpose he requested X-rays of the entire body. Remember his previous-page answer, 

"the XPrays I requested showed no bullets in the cadaver". Here the intent of 
perjury is clear, for the X-rays did show fragments, confirmed by the panel which 
later read them, in this precise area.  

Of course, the question immediate arises, if to the renal, so long after 
the autopsy, from the existing pictures the anterior wound can be identified as 
one of exit, how could it not have been visible to the expert with the cadaver 
before him? 

17 	'Testifying on the holes in the front of the President's shirt, which he 
didn't see until four months after the assassination, he testifies "the fibres 
were-turned outward, indicating en exit hole". This is but one of the indications, 

and that only if the fibres had not been disturbed in any way after the shooting. 
The rest of the evidence 'end there is none on this point, end he does not inject' 
the qualification, as FBI Expert Frazier did'), is that no bullet went through the 
shirt at that point. On this the evidence iswithout any question. Thus he is here 
arguing, not testifying, and his own training, his qualification as the technical 
witness, told him hotter, that he was deceiving. 

24 	Knowing the truth, he here begins a series of elicited rekerehees to 
the head wounds in not one of which does he glee the point of alleged entry in the 
vertieel plane. Dymong asked him, "in ennaection with the autopsy...did you have 
occasion to examine and analyze a head wound..." and "would you drscribe for tge 

benefit of the jury the extent and nature..." Pecks respon3e is restricted to 
the lateral location, "at the right side at approximately 1 inlak, 25 millimeters, 

from a bony protuberance you can feel in the back of the head...I saw that wound 
*lightly above that protuberance." 

25 	Asked to show it on Dymond's head (the spot, obviously, beyenf capture 
in the stenographic transcript, Finek_used thesewords, "approximately 1 Jaen to k 
the right of that protuberance and slightly above it". In this repeated context, it 
can be arguned that "slightly means even less than 1 inch. 

27 Sbwwn Exhibit D28, complete with spelling out, he identifies it as "a scheme, 
S-0.41-E41-E, prepared at the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology accotding to my 

instructions and based on the fattors e fist described.",This was "before the 

assassination of President Kennedy to demonstrate the pattern of wounds in bones". 

He repeats further, I did oils for teadhi 
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Be repeats further, "I did this for teedhing purposes because I have toilive. - 

many lectures ih the field." 

BUT, this is the scheme that is on the reverse aide of the autopdy 

descriptive sheet, hardly possible *before the assassination". it bears the 

President's blood on it. (This page copied off and attached) 

31 	With more spleeings, he describes the large head wound as "stellate* 

and "approximately five inches in diameter. it was 13 centimeters in diameter, 

which is approximately five inches and one-eighth". i note this for several 

reasons. it is the actual cadaver measurement, which is helpful in determining the 

scale of the panel reeding of the pictures and X-rays, and because, knowing they 

did not by any means have all that was missing of the President's skull, he says 

that "During the course of the autopsy►" they got a "portion of bone...which we 
coukd match inside this wound, approximately five Inches in diameter, occupying 

the right side of the top of the head on the President...It is a rambling, twe-page 

answer in which he again succeeds in giving the impression that the entire missing 

skull was retrieved in Dallas and in his hands a the timeof the autopsy, 

32 	"...the fragments were matching the wound". The apparent, repeated 

attempt seems to be to deceive. The autopsy examination was completed and the body 

had been prepared by the undertakers long before still another and large fragment 

was found in Dallas, 29 hours after tthe assassination. 

33 	When did they get this piece of skull?"...during the course of the 

autopsy, and it was, I would say, between approximately 11:00 o'clock at night--

I can give you the time, it was during the course of the autopsy this fragment 

was brought to us and allowed' us to determine that this was the wound of exit. 

Q. Approximately 11 o'clock on what date? A. On  the 22nd of November, 1963, the 

date of the assassination.* The point here is that a 1 the sworn WY testimony is 

that the autopsy had been completed by 11 p'clock. 

36 34 	He is not asked if the number aid kind of moat minute fragments seen 

in the X-rays r"I saw the X-ray film") and "et the time of the autopsy" seen by 

'him is'ennsistent with the alleged bullet, a full-jacketed military bullet. All 

indications are it is quite the contrary. As a forensic expert he should have known 

this, if true, especially because he is chief of the Army's Wounds Ballistics Branch. 

34-5 	Volunteers falsehood, that this was a "high velocity bullet". Be knew 

better, if he knows anything about wound ballistics (as 2razier was careful to 

specify, this lilleged bullet was of medium velocity). lia,then testified to the 

normal disintegration under similar circumstances of highevelocity bullets and 

equates this wound to that evidence. Either the President was struck by ahhigh-

velocity bullet, in which case the entire assassination is unsolved on this basis 

alone, and Oswald is exonerated also on this basis alone, of Flack is deliberately 

deceiving the court to explain away the evidence of this character. 

38 	Asked to "determine the angle" of the head wound, he responded that 

"the direction was from above dome. However, the alleged w and of entrance was 

four-five inches below the top of the head and the alleged exit at the top, which, 

even for Flack, is not #from above down. Regardless of the alleged drooping of the 

PresidenVe head at this irnteL' (erA the Z pictures show his rtght ear st4A1 above 

the collar line, without deflections, this is a complete physical inpossibility. 

Asked, he replied "My opinion regarding the direction of the projectile is firm." 

This rind perhaps have been true of the direction taken by the force of the alleged 

expbesion or as a consequence of an unelleged deflection, but not of the uninfluenced 

"direction". The described wound is the opposite, from down to up. And also canter 

to the alleged direction in the other dimension, to the right and not at all to the 

left. 

39 
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39 	Coulf not "render a proper or aqcurate pathological opinion as to the 
point of enrtrance and the point of exit" of bullet causing head wound from the 
Zaprider film and conducting some independent experiments with dadavers". Among 
the things he here testified to is that the graphic film is not sufficient to 
establish rear entrance and front exit'. Vet this is central to the government 
case and to the argement there was no shot from the fonr because of the seeming 
spray of matter to the front. 

41 	His "opinion as to the direction of these bullets and other matters 
which you have testified to" is "en honest, professional opinion", not "in.  any 
way affected by the desires or requests of anybody in Government or any indi-
vidual". This is at least partially contradicted by his later testimony on orders 
not to trace the path of the alleged Don-fatal round and, ih my .opinion, is . —.- 
entirely destroyed by the absense of any reference in the autopsy, the supple- • 
mentray (CE391) or his testimony of any tissue studies of the anterior neck wound, 
to which we return. Ale could have no "honest proceffsional opinion" without 
tiddue studies of this aaterior wound, which he testified did not exist at the 
time he examined the corpse. This means a ) he says he was convinced the rear 
wound was of entrance on which much more to come) and there was b) no exit 
wound and c) no bullet in the cadaver. his meant.the bullet entered the body 
and betted, disappeared. If there is any other interpretdtation it would seem 
to - be incesiatent at the very least With the' sworn statement quoted above. In 
addition, his "honest professional opinion", at the very leastm required the 
minimum of all.autopsies of the victims of.multiple bullet wounds, establishing 
who fired which and which was fatal. -Without knowing, without question, the 
entire career of the first bullet, which he clearly states they could not • 
identify t"when we signed the autopsy report we did notk know the sequence of 
shots", first words on this page), if that bullet were the rear torso bullet, he 
could not have "an honest professional opinion" that it culd have been the cause 
of death, m king the head shot, that would have been fatal, redundant. 

At this point, with this the last statement, hem was tandered for 
cross examination, which began after a ten minute recess. 

43 	AM Never "conducted any experiments or researc4 on the effects of 
a missle penetration of the brain or the skull", but had "carried out experiments 
to study the effect of a bullet striking bobs". This should be compared with 
his WC testimony and his testimony so basic tozell testimony about the cratering 
and bevelling based upon which he identified the rear head wound as of entry. 

44-5 	But, "I have carried out experiments after my testimony before the 
Warren Commission", at Edgewood Arsenal, "In December 1965 and January 1966", 
"And other experiments were made in the F.B.I. Laboratory", neither "connected 
with the assassination of President Kennedy". Aside from the fact that, without 
experience and without the experimental knowledge, the right time was in connec-
tion with the assassination investigation, the time stated coincides remarkable with 
the study he and the other two made for Clark and made publis with the panel report. 

47 	The testify that "no whole bullet"remained "in rbw cadaver of the 
President" is deliberate deceiption, for prior to this time he acknowledge that 
fragments_did remain, and the question was what happened to the bullet after it 
entered. If it is not perjury-and it isn't-then the WC testimony is, as cited in 
PM III. It cannot be accidental, nor can this deliberately deceptive phrasing, for 
whether their was a whole bullet or parts of a bullet or bullets, in emntext, 
it is all the same. 

And he is again explicit on no exit for it:"end not to have seen en 
exit corresponding to that entry". Thus he says khere was no visible exit wound. 
4le also gives great point to the existence of fragments, about which he end each 
of the ethers committed perjury before the WC. Plus, "nothingfrom the radiologist". 
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Here again the intent and the effect are perjury. Whather.or not the radiologist told them there were fragments or a bullet or bullets in the cadaver, they didn't have to be told, for the bullet fragments on X-ray film, are like stars with the tiniest, dust-like particles being glaringly clear, as limes testified, like stars. 

48 	Asked why, when so puzzled, he didn't cill the Parkland doctors then and there, while the body was still on the autopsy table, Finek defended himself: "I will remind you 2lizzxzet that I was not in clihrge of the autopsy, that I was called--" 
Oser interrupted to asked if were not a co-author of the proctocol. They must have been talking simultaneously, for the Finck response is recordedo 'Wait, I was called aaz a consultant to look at these wounds; that doesn't mean I em running the show." 

This is an intriguing part of the testimony, but it must be interrupted to point out how fast Finck was backtracking from "so-authorship". He redefines his function from what is inheresnt in his appearance as a defense witness and the representation of his function in thebWarren testimony and Report. The only one of the three pathologists who could make reasonable claim to knowledge of foren- sic training, he limits his role in the autopsy rather severely:"I was called as a consultant to look at these wounds." It hardly sounds like the explanation of a man proud of the end product, or a scientist defending his scientific skills and performance. 

And the cross-examination had not yet really begun. 

Oser asked "Wes Dr. Humes 'running the show'?" 

Fink's response: Well, I heard Dr. Humes stating that -- he said 'Who is in charge gere?' and 1 heard an Army General, I don't remember his name, stating, 'I am'. xou must understand that in those circumstances, there were law enforcement officers, military people with various nuke, and you have tb co-ordinate the operation according to directions". 

Oser started to take the right course, getting linek to say he was one of the three autopsy pathologists, that the general was not a pathologist, not even a doctor, but got off on a tangeant. From the available records, there were but four civilians ever present at any part of the autopsy, two FBI and 2 Sec-ret Service agents. Those in charge of the autopsy as "running the show", unless they abdicate. If there is anything wrong with the autopsy, any deficiency in the work, while a Allitary man can claim someone of higher rank gave him the wrong orders, as an officer of the court he was compelled to do what his training and obligations required of him, that is, perform the best possible autopsy, to the end that the oruposes of the autopsy be served. This regardless of any orders given by anyone. It seems to have esca ed notice that an Army General cannot be in charge in a Navy hospital. sie can be in charge of the ceremonies, of the guard, of the arrangements to be made, but not of the work of the autopsy. That Is clearly covered by regulations with which all three surgeons were presumeably familiar-as they were required to be- and what these regulations required was required of them. But, if the blame were to be transferred to en officer of higher rank, that had to be Admiral Galloway or Admiral Kinney. 

In the strict sense, there was not a single law-enforcement officer there. Neither the Secret Service nor FBI agents were in this capacity, for no federal crime had been committed. The truth is that but fir these four, a military guard was posted to keep all civilliens out - and those in the room were ejected at the beginning, as 1 recall the FBI report. 

Oser's digression was to ask if Finek had the autopsy pictures and 
X-rays with him. l'es didn't. 
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50 	"When I arrived ma the X-rays had been taken of the head. 1  had been 
told so over the phone by Dr. humes when he called me at home, and I arrived, 
I would say, a short time after the beginning of the autopsy. I .can't give you 
the exact time (which is opposite what he earlier testified to), it was approxi-
mately 8:00 o'clokc that night". 

Finch lives a distance away, on 14th St, whereas the Navy Hospital 
is much farthur west and much farthur north. If he left immediately, made the 
best possible time, there was a long time lag in which, as he is careful to 
avoid saying, all the rest of the pictures and X-rays prior to the cutting into 
the body, had been taken. When pressed, he says the brain had been removed, 
which is no answer unless the sequence of this operation is set fortho as it is not. 
If that were thellast step, then everything else also had been done. if the first,. 
the work on the body had just begun. Finch is skilled and often successful in 
not answering while seeming to, in making no4-responsive replies. But in the 
course of his rambling, overconfident as he had become with his experiences of the 
past, when he was always protected, always in friendly hands, he also rambled here. 
When user didn't interrupt him he kept talking. He thereby, undoubtedly without 
so intending, pinned responsibilities An himself: 

"There were no removals of the wound of entry in the back of the 
51 neck, no removal of the mein wound of entry in the back of the head prior to 

my arrival, and I made a positive identification of both wounds of entry." 
Here he repeats, "we did not know the sequence of shots at thit time. But these 
are the immediate significances of this testimony: 

He was present when tissue was removed for miscrecopic study of the 
rear "neck" wound and the rear head wound; 

Be is silent on whether there was any removal of tissue for the 
Interior neck wound. So is the supplementary autopsy report, Exhibit 391, which 
makes no mention of any such sample or any such study. Amen if the rear neck wound 
were beyond doubt a wound of entry, particularly at that early moment they had 
no way of knowing there was not also a shot from the front, sad they had to have 
taken tissue for such a study. There is reason that will become apparent to believe 
this happened, if Finch's testimony is truthful, before be arrived. If he was not 
aware of it sooner, he had to be when he read the panel report, whida' he did - 
before the New Orleans testimony, as he testified he did. 

Asked "How many other milotary personnel were present", he said 
"That autopsy room was quite crowded", and he did not have time to look around and 

52 ask names. In saying it was "crowded:with military and civilian personnel and 
federal agents, Secret Service agents, FBI agents", he was placing those not in 
the room there. Only these four agents were civilians. 

Asked, "Did you feel that you had to take orders from this Army General 
that was there directing the autopsy", Finck does not dispute this seemingly proper 
interpretation put on his testimony and responds, "No, because there were others, 
there were Admirals". There were, at least three of them. 

"...and when you are a Lieutenant colonel in the Army you just follow 
orders..." 

Nuremberg agqin. No one could properly, legally, give an order contrary 
to the forensic-medical requirements Finck was there to discharge. . 

But, with some skill, he says Admiral Kinney, the Surgeon General of the 
Llavy, told them not to discuss the case, unless Bobby told them to., 
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54 	Asked "how many photographs were taken of the President's body:", 
he replies, "Some of the photographs were taken in my presence in the autopsy 
room I can't give you the peot number, but thisninformation is available... It is in punlic aocument 	is not and never has been, nor is there any 
"exact" number, there are only meaningless and contradictory numbers, depending 
upon which source is a)neulted-and others were taken during the specimen 
examination. 

Asked, "prior to your writing your report on the Autopsy, did you 
have occasion to view these photographs of the President that were taken?", lie 
replied, "Yes, I did". When Oser then directed his attention to the WAS' 55 January 67 report he signed. Dymond but in, apparently understanding something IAA 
in his interest had just happened. in that report it is stated 

56 "Dr. Finck first saw the photographs on January 20, 1967." Asked to explain, 
Finck says, "I did not say I had seen the photographs before writing the autopsy 
report of 1963". Oser had the question end answer reed lack. Finck says,"I may 
have answered, 'I didn't' and it was transcribed as 'I did'." 

57 	Oser then asks if Finck heard the question read by the stenograph and 
repeats, "Did you see the photographs of President Kennedy before signing your 
autopsy report?", to which AlInck rejoined, "That is correct", which user repeats 
as a question. linck's lame attempt as escaping is, "I was there when the photo-
graphs were taken (which is false, for only some were taken after he got there), 
but I did not see the photographs of the wounds before I signed the autopsy 
report. I did not see those photogrpahs in 1963". 

With the tricky record he has built, it is possible to interpret this 
riack bothsidedness with the proper emphasis: 

"I did not see the photographs of the wounds before 1 signed.... 
"I did not see those photogrpahs in 1963." 

From this it can be taken that there are photographs Finck did see 
prior to the 1967 study, but these are not those he describes here as 
"of the wounds". Clearly, this is a touchy point with him, and clearly he lied 
to back out of his lie. he should, of course, have seen the film evidence in the 
course of both the proctocol preparation and IC testimony. 

Asked if "whet you said before, that you did see the phorographs,tax 
t222 was wrong?" he insists, "I never said that. It was misunderstood. I said 
'I did not' or 	didn't'. I am very firm on this point that 1 did not see--" 

Here there was an exchange ebtseen user and the judge, 

58 	Oser claiming, "I have a right to go into the credibility of this 
witness like any other witness on cross examination." The judge agreed. Wegmann 
sought more time for Finch by interjecting, "He also has a right to finish his 
answer once he starts". In the exhhenge between him and the judge, the judge 
,ended with a waste of words, directing rinck that he first give a, yes or no 
answer and then, if he desires, to explain 

22 61 	Another Finch cutie that slipped past Oser, who can hardly be faulted 
dor it, may have significance, as to what happened and to what Finch knew and 
his knowledge of what happened on and with the Comuission: 

"Will you fall me whether or not, Doctor, if you know, whether these 
photographs and '.-rays were ever displayed to the members of the warren Commission?" 
62. 	Finck asked, "Please repeat the question." Dymond objected, "Unless he • 

was present". This was merely en interruption to give Finck time, for the question 
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asked for his own kn ,:ledge, nothing ekse. 

Sinally, Oder repeated, "Can you tell me, Doctor, whether or not, if 
you know, these photographs and X-rays were ever displayed to the members of 
the Warren Commission, if you know, Doctor?" 

Pinsk asked, "What is the word before 'Warren Commission'?" 
It worked, Oser, incorrectly, said, "Displayed". Finck asked, "Displayed?", 

and Oser said, "Or shown"‘ 
Here, seeing that hes man was playing for time, trying to feel his way 

out and around something, Dymond again interrupted. 

63 	The judge nipped it, saying ginck o)uld sap whether of not "the 
Doctor knows of his own knowledge whether they were or were not..." 

To w ich rink said merely, "When 1 appeared before the Warren 
Commission in march 1984, the XGrays/were nit ava liable to us in the pi 

and photographs 
preparation of our testimony." 

Even that is not responsive, for it leaves the possibility that in 
auestioning by federal agents, superiors or even Specter, the doctors were 
shown the film. Moreover, the word before "Warren Commission" was not 
"displayed", it was"members". The rather clear inference here is that Pinsk 
did have knowledge that the pictures and/or M-rays had been available to others 
than the members of the Commission. Specter has publicly acknowledged that 
the Secret Service showeehim pictures of the rear wound. 

64 	He says he was told it was Bobby's doing that these were not available, 
which was false and was known to the staff and members of the Commission to be 
false. It Was especially known to be untrue to the man who dealt with and questioned 
the autopsy doctors., Arlen Specter. Ref:PM 

body chart, State 68 
64-6 	Dymond tries hard to block questioning on the ityittsricamizips afxtke 
innee mencadvx It seems like a signal to Finck, for what Oser referred to was already 
in evidence and testified to before the Commission and had been the subject of 
2'inck's testimony in this trial. 

6? 	Finck's volunteered description may be interesting. Before another 
Dymond objection (p.66) seer had asked merely if it were similar to something he 
had seen before, Rather than saying just "yes", Finck said, "I recognize it 
for the purpose of identification (sic). I see in the upper left-hand corner "NMS' 
-- Navy Medical Sheet -- 63272 and this was the autopsy number given in Bethesda 
for the autopsy of President Kennedy, and these drawings may have been made by 
both Dr. Humes and Dr. Boswell. They pertain to the observations along the 
autopsy of President Kennedy (sic)". 

Now Finck very well knew that the drawing had not been done by either 
doctor. What he meant is the notations may have Veen made by both doctors, but there 
seems to be none of "times' writing. However, what he does not say is than any of 
the notations was by him, Flack. Perhaps there is no significance to the unusual 
Phrasing, "they pertain to the observations", but it is not the same as saying, 
"they are the observations". And it is not observations in any event, it is the 
locations and the measurements, 

69 	Asked the specific question, .sink answers, "This was not prepared by 
me". This eems to be a reasonably definitive statement he made none of the notations. 
However, it should be noted that I) S68 is only the face of that sheet of paper, for 
at the time of the trial, it was not known ;except to -'inck) that there was some-
thing on the reverse side of the original. 

Asked "did you see anyone prepare this particular exhibit?" Finck's 
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is needlessly but characteristically evesive,"Well, the three of us were involved in this, takinF measurements and -- I ded not make these drawings". 

Naturally. They were on a mimeographed sheet. But what he seems to have started to say is that the three of them were "taking measurements and notes". He avoided what they did besides measuring and uttered nonsense, that he didn't make the drawings. It is not immediately apparent, when it was all in the EC testimony, shy, save for Pymond's signalling, he was so needlessly evasive. 

Asked, "Was such a sheet of paper...part of your autopsy work that all three of you performeW he still stutters and evades: "I would think that this 70 was handled by Drd. tames and Boswell. Personally, I can't -- (p. 70/ I recall. having seen this buthto give an exact time, an exact hour, end what I did with this, I can't say. I don't remember. It is part of the case, but I don't remember 
details on this." 

Which has to be false, if there is the slightest trace of avlidity in any part of the official story, for he has testified to making and recording nites and there are no others in the evidence. 

With ()sera satisfied with "part of the case", Finck continues volunteer-ing for no apparent reason (save arguing against the data in the exhibit), but he can anticipate it, that the location of the back wound he made on Wegmann's shirt is different than that on this chart 

71 	He tries to explain this away:"I would like to repeat that the mark on the shirt of Mr. Wegman is on his shirt, whereas the wound I sew was in the skin, in the back of the neck, and I would say that the wound I saw was higher than the 
one I see on the drawing." 

Pressed by Oser to answer whether if the mark on the shirt were made on Wegmann's back, "that would be the location that you testified to on direct examina-tion. Am I correct", instead of answering either yes or not, Anidh presented no problem at all, for either it did or it didn't, Finck replies, "Well, again I want 
to call your attention to the fact that we are here arguing about---" where user 
interrupted to observe, "I am not arguing". 

72 	He asked, "Answer my question", where Wegmann interrupted to say, falsely, "He is answering the question". The judge called both lawyers to him and ruled, 
"... the witness can't volunteer information every time he wants to volunteer 
information...From now on ask him to answer yea or no, 

73 	a nd if he -A.e ...os to e!..11af.r, 	ca71 

74 	When Oser repeated the question, Finck first sought to divert him by saying, "I would like to ask "Ir. Wegmann to--" where the judge interrupted to order, "Answer yes or nop Doctor. The question is susceptible of a yes or no 
answer,.but you may explain it." 

74-5 	Wegmenn again interrupted to stall, suggesting .qnck wanted to see the shirt again, After Wegmenn showed it, Finck still did not give the ordered yes or 
no answer that the mark on the shirt is higher then on the chart. Patiently, 
Oser went through it again. to be greeted by still another evasion, "But the 
shirt is moving on the'skin." (If this has meaning, it can only be that the defense 
perpetrated a fraud in using this devise in direct.) 

78 	Oser was by now willing to compromise, "On the general location then, of 
where —% which was what Pluck had sought to avoid either perjury of getting caught 
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.AttO4k. 
in what Wegman and 	ond WerelltItInghiMabout, a groat ontradiction. He interrupted Oaer to sat, meaninglessly, that the "general location approximately corresponds to the location on the skin", which, weremit to be used in en effort to prosecute hi, would undoubtedly be interpreted as meaning little more than 
the upper part of the back or the lower part of the neck. 

Finck says it is he (who should have known better) who decided upon introducing flexibility into the measurements, "...I measured a certain distance from the tip of the mastoid..." 

77 	Be agrees "The movement of the head could have changed slightly the distance between the mastoid and the wound..." He got away with slightly, for the change could be ma#or. See also 1292-131. 

80-1 	When the Rydberg sketch, aready used as a defense exhibit, is used as a State exhibit and Finck is asked if he knew "whether or not" Rydberg had Any of" the pictures and X-aye "available to him", instead Of simply answering, "I do not have personal knowledge", of "I do notAnow because I wasn't there", 
nck's response is, "To my knowledge, this Navy enlisted man did not have the photographs of s-rays available to him", adding, gratuitously, "Likewise, they were not available to us in March 1964", when they testified. This strongly suggests what was so carefully avoided..- the opposite impression being given-by the WO testimony. It suggests that rather than Humes alone being presents 

and directing Rydberg, Finek also was there. 

81-4 	There follows four pages of argumnet initiated by. Dymond when Oser asks if the entries on the body chart were "placed there by a qualified pathologist". Everyone lost sight of the fact that Finck was there and knew who made the markins, testified to it. Oser failed to ask if he saw the markings added in this series of exchanges with Dymond. During the course of it, apparently assuming Fin& still had his original notes made during the autopsy, the judge said, "I think the legal point is whether or not Dr. Finck recognizes the autopat descriptive figures on there, and if he has his notes, he can compare his notes with the exhibit to see if there are any differences", 

85 	Asked,"Doctor, did such a descriptive sheet make up a pert of your eutopsy report..." the slippery witness reponded, where a yes or not presented no problem at all 'and got away with it, "Ihave a copg of the report I signed", which Oser to,d him he could compare. 4ilick then said what he was using (which does not eliminate the possibility he has an original copy of what he signed) a xerox of the proctocol. when Veer wanted to send for the volume, court recessed for lunch 

91 	Finck answer the first question opposite to what he testifies to ebsewhere7"...at the time of the autopsy" were he or the other two "making any notes of whet was going on and what you all were doing..." 

92 	"I don't recall making any notes at the time of the autopaya  As I recall, Dr. Boswell.was making those notes." Be also testified elsewhere that umes did, as • I recall. But he says he didn't "at the time of the autopsy", which ih perjury and also reeises the question did he make notes after, especially right after, the body -examination. - 

92-3 	On the signing of the proctocol, he says it was in Galloway's office but avoids the time of day very carefully. He "reviewed" it with the others before signing. Shown the holograph and appendages, he actually swore, "I don't recall seeing pages 30 through 44", whidh is the holograph. What, then, did he review? 0 times the drafting of the proctocol at "through Saturday, in the course of Satur-day", which is contrary to "limes' representation that he dic it all Sunday. He says 
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says not that he saw or reed the draft or th
e previous draft but that Fumes  

"reed over to me what he had prepared." It se
ems unlikely that with ''ihck 

pre€.ent in the hthspitel to sign the proctoc
ol he did not look at it gt any 

time. I suggest he is evading a charge of pe
rjury here by first alluding to 

what he alleges Banes was doing Saturday and saying 
this is what "ume read 

"overK (did he mean over the phone) to me: 

93 	Of page 45, the body chart, again perjury:"I
 recognize the drawing which7J 

see now in the room, and which is lebelled i
n this vilume Commission Exhibit 397. 

I don't recall the timing of seeing this. j  have
 seen this some time. I don't 

recall exactly when." If this is not perjury
, then he added the head Chart to 

the original after the body exemination. 

94 	Part of his comment is illegible in the copy
 of the transcript I have. 

He seems to be saying the body chart is one 
of the work sheets of the autopsy. 

"On work sheets", plural, is visible, and "a
t the time of the autopsy". He says 

"and that wounds are added to these schemati
c representations." He again says 

Boswell did them and "but I can't recall whe
n I saw them". (Note- is this 

another plural reference to work sheets or t
o the front and back views on the 

sketch?) 

Asked if the descriptibe sheet "is either us
ed at the time of tint 

en autopsy or shortly thereafter as a work s
heet somewhere in the autopsy 

room", he evades, saying instead, what canno
t be true, "well, when it was done 

by Dr. Boswell I don't kiwi". This is the se
cond time in two pages he raises the 

question when the work sheet was prepared. Y
et the originals have blood on them 

and he was a participant, en active partic
ipant in the autopsy, the measuring 

and the noting of the measurements. 

95 	He claims not to know the Rydberg drawings w
ere made he says his first 

recollection of being "these exhibits" was;:,
arch 1964. Perhaps this is not the same 

as when he saw the drawings, and it also is 
not to say that if he first saw them 

in ivarch 1964 he first saw than before the C
ommission. They may well have been 

and probably were prepared that month, in th
e middle of which he testified. 

96 	Asked. "Did you make any types of notes at a
ll at the time of the -  • 

autopsy yourself?" he said et/ may have written down measurements", eniC
h he knew he 

did, after making measurements himself, and 
he later testifies whith the dishonest 

evasion "may have". He knew he had. 

Asked if he still hes them, he replied, "I r
emember taking measurements 

and giving than to Dr. liumes and Dr. Boswell
." This means there are other existing 

notes unless other thant than the first holo
graph were destroyed, He tureed them 

over before "I walked out of the autopsy roo
m". Jul.'s also says he saw both umes 

and Boswell "taking notes at the time of the
 autopsy". This is rpeeted on 'pp. 123, 

149,150, 159, 160.xxi He repeats"hoth of the
m made notes during the autopsy". 

98 	Beginning of discussion of basis for hearsay
 in autopsy, "three shots 

were heard". He gives a blightly different v
ersion on the next page, first 

pretending.thatv"admiral Galloway heard from
 someone who was present" add then 

acknowledges he was present and heard this p
erson he says he cannot identiy say it. 

Business of fixing on three shots rather tha
n-other reports. 

102ff 	His havingsaid it was impossi
ble for 399 to have caused the wrist injury.

 

Dymond, predictably, objects and 'sus overrul
ed. With the question only about the 

too-many fragments in the wrist, when told t
o answer yes or no end then, if he 

wants, to explain, he evades, not ansering a
s directed, with the utterly and ob-. 

viously irrelevant about "tad bullets striki
ng President Kennedy", which be didn't 

know in any event, since there could and prob
ely were more. lie winds up saying 399 
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is "en entire bullet", which is responsive to nothing. 

105 	Oser finally gets it out of him by getting him to read his WC testimony 

on 2H382 

106 	Oser reads from the Bashington Post as quoted in the proctocol on p. 2. 

107 	Newspaper stories are sometimes used in autopsies, he says. 
But they omitted stories saying 6 or 7 shots had been fired 

108 	Oser then refers to the same edition of the Post whet is not congenial 
to the federal position and there are several pages or objections from Dymond 
finally overruled 113, but Finck again evades by responding instead to say 
that he ppoke to ire llerman and Burkley, who were there, and to Galloway, Who he 
does not say wha in Deeley plaza-and wasn't. But the record remains clear, the 
proctocol takes frAn the newspapers remote hearsay (as pointed out in WW) while 
ignoring from the same source what does not argue the preconceived conclusion, what 
disputes or refutes it. 

115 Doesn't know i the throat wound would have prevented President's speaking, 
because, WI did not dissect the track in the neck". It is not alone.he-no one did. 
Asked why, instead of responding he said, "Tis leads us into the disclosure of 
medical records", but the judge ordered him to answer. In any event, it did not 
do this and if it had it was immaterial. Even Dymond did not argue-even interrupt. 
Instead of an answer, rink has this non-answer,"We did n6t remove the organs 
of the neck". Again asked why, he says "we were told to examine the head wounds and 
the--" where Oser interrupted to ask, "Are you saying someone told you not to 
dissect the track?" 

118 	Fi nck tries again to blame the ,"famiy":"I wastold the family wanted 
an examination of the head, as i recall, but the prosectors in the autopsy didn't 
remove the organs of the neck, to my recollection". How detached can he be from 
himself, since he was one of the prosectors. There is absolutely no evidence, direct 
or indirect, that the family was either consulted or gave orders, which were 
ireelevant if they had, for the requirem nts of the law are clear. Oser again wants 
to know why the porsectors didn't "attempt to ascertain the track through the body 
Which you had on the autopsy table in trying to ascertain the cause or causes of 
death", to which Finck's response is false, "I had the cause of death", meaning the 
head injury. However, there could have been Viand this is n t uncommong in autopsies) 
two shots or even more each of which could have been fatal, therefore, failure to 
trace the math of the allegedly non-fatal bullet cannot be explained this way, 
especially because Finck repeatedly swears that he saw no exit. 

Asked still again,"Why did you not trace the track of the wound?" Finck's 
bland non-response is"As I recall I didn't remove the organs of the neck". Repeatedly 
Oser asks this question and repeatedly ffinek addresses other things. Finally, he 
117 	forces itrAm I recall, I was told not to, but I don't rememier by whom". 

Asked, "Could it have been one of the Admirals or one of the Generals in the room?" 
be lies, "I don't recall." (both duplicated 118) Identification on p. 	• 
117-8 	Asked, "Do you have any aprticularreason why you cannot recall at this 
time?", Finck has the typical non-response, which has nothing to do with who gave 
him orderso "Because we were told to examine the head and the chest cavity 
and that doesn't include the removal of the prgans of the neck." This also does not 
relate to the tracing of the path of the bullet, which had nothing to do with the 
removal of organs. Pressed on his apparent lack of interest in the track, Finck said, 
"I was interested in the track andstaitxtx had observed the consitions of bruising 
between the point of entry in the back of the neck and the point of exit at the 

with the bullet path." 
front of the neck, which is entirely compatible 
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in-no isensi is this any kind of answer. To say it is compatible is not to say it 

happened, not to meet the requirements of the autopsy, not to answer the question, 
and he has already said that at that time they didn't believe there was an exit in 

the front. Further, in order to see this bruising (which was in the inside of the 

bottom of the neck, they had to o:en what they laid they were told not to hence didn't. 

He also repeats he m does not recall by whom ordered not to "go into the.pree of 

the neck." 

119 He attempteJ to probe the back but culdn't. ide safe volunteered a perjurious 
explanation:"This was travels due tR the contraction of the muscles preventing the 

passage on an instrumentArlt was die to the altered position of the bodyeoresulting 

in the movement of the shoulder (Bill ref). 

Be "did not consider a dissection of the path" of the bullet. lie repeats the 
"contraction of the muscles" explanation, volunteered. 

120 "I don't know" whether dissection would have disclosed the actual path,[ 

121 "I was present"when" skin at the entry at the back of the neck!,  was removed 
for microscopic examination. But, it is not in the autopsy report. Be says it 
the supplementary report, without explaining why it is missing in the proctocal, 
where it was vital -and possible for it to be. 

122 . 	Asked if is "not better pathological rrectise to dissect a skin wound 
area and sub j ect this cross-section to microscopic examination to determins whether 
or not there was any burn or singed aree...es opposed to naked-eye examination", he 
says he has done this many time, but"in this case the gross characteristics were 
sufficient to me to make a positive identification of a wound of entry..." Be is not 

asked and does not volunteer the changes readily made in appearance by finger-pro bing. 
This is like saying scientific tests are unnecessary when there is an eyeball examina-
tion. But in the light of his claim to have seen lad, exit would sad his testimony 
there was no fragment in the body (WC), which was perjurious, it is at best suspect. 

123 	Asked "How about the results" of the microscopic examination, his reply 

is, " I don't remember the timing of the results of the microscopic examination." 
Reminded, "I em not sskinz you about the timing of the results, I am asking you for 
the results, Colonel", hesays only, "From want I recall (the out to escape perjury), 
Dr. ziumes described alteration of the tissue at the level of the wound of entry." 

125 	Isked if this wound hit asy bone: "From the it-rays, it was determined 
that this bullet entering the be of the neck, coming out in the front of the neck, 

did not strike major bones" This is propaganda. The X-rays'do notethow a front exit, 
end the question is not and was not of " netlor bones". Asked, "Did it strike any 
bones?", he replies, "There was no evidence of bone injury from the x-ray, and the 
X-ray is the basis to refer to to answer such a questiona. On both counts false. 
The X-rays do end did show bullet fragmentation, which can be accounted for in a 
military bullet only by tae striking of bone, and the basis is not tile X-ray but 
personal examination bu dissection, the means of an autopsy, which was not done. 

125_5 	Asked if in his opinion the Presiden could have spoken after this w011tia, 
he replies, "To be able to talk you need integrity ofethe vocia daords, and I 
didn't see the vocal folds of tat President Kennedy" 

127 	Asked why, he says, "From what I remember id didn't -- well, from the 
best of my recollection the wound we outside the vocal fold area." It seems be hdd 
been about to say he didn't dissect therefore couldn't answer. But_Oser catches him 

u on his belief there wee no through passage of the budtlet during the autopsy 
examination. His attempted answer is no answer, for be claims "that was cleared up 

after tne conversation between Dr. Humes end the surgeons at Dallas," which was the 
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next day, not suring the examination, when he had to have en answer to this and similar unanswered questions that could not be answered without the body. Inttead ' of pressina this point, Oser switches to wound on the front, the incision. 

128 	Oser asked if he saw it. "No, I examined the surgical incision, but I don't recall seeing the small wound described by the Dallas surgeons. It was part of the surgical incision &V I didn't see it." Here the use of the aord"recall" is Finck's persistent coving of false swearing with the prete nee he didn't remember caneot be avoided. is fmection was to seek wounds, as he testified. ee had the problem of a wound of entrance and none of exit during the autopsy examination, and that examination was completed without resolution of this problem. That this wound "was part of the incision" is neither accurate nor Materiel, for the-Panel reported the wound visible in aide pictures oaly, none of the front remaining. And the. incision went through the wound but did not obliterate it, as such experts as Dr. milton Halpern have said had to be the case. If it was there, Finck saw it. If it was there and he says, "I don't recall", that is a deliberate lie he dares only beceusee it may be impossible to establish what he does recall, as a matter or admissable evidence. 

This is important. It is returned to on pp. 149, 152, 154, 155, where his version is not the same. 

Should it be necessary to establish it, at the bot'nm of this page he without so intending discloses he end Humes were in touch with eadl other 11/23. 

129 	 Again asked about failure to dissect, he again evades and again shifts to unresponsiveness. The body was on tae back. '"'S asked that it be turned °ler so the skin of the other side could be examined. 

130 	It is lam he who measured from the mastoid: "I remember taking the measurements but to exact position of the cadaver (another trick, for be was not asked the "exact" position) I don't recall for the reason we removed the cadaver to examine it (sic), To take measurements it bed to be held to take those measuremetts. Oser, unfortunately, did not ask how and why it had to be held. It was no longer anieate. But he does get Flock to agree (as I had first said in WW) that the measurement would he altered by any change in head position. But he says heecannot recall whether it was on the back or stomach when he made the measurement. this cannot be true, for he could not have made the measurement had the cadaver been lying on what he had to measure. 

132-3 	Asked if he estimate the conjectured downward angle of the "neck" wound, he beclouds by saying (which relatedI to the head wound, not this) there are veriabales but "I remember a figure which was somewhere in the records within 45 degrees". 

134 	Only to backtrack and say "It may be much less than that"/ 200 percent is "much less". 

Lateral angle. Much bickering. By the time they get to 

137 	 he says the 45 degrees was "the difference in level" between back and front and "I don't recall angles in relation to a right to left direction". 

40 bone damage in the area of the nac". 

138 	 As if in viewing X—rays, were any fXspoindm metallic fragments or deposits in the area of the wound..." he lies, for he signed a report saying the opposite, "I don't remember seeing fragments in the area of the neck." Oser refers to 
this report of January 1967. Remarkably, he says also The purpose was to correlate 
our autopsy report" and the film. 
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Asked who asked him to do this, l'inck does not respond. iinally the 
judges says, "I thought you w ere referring to yoUr notes, Doctor". Finally, when 
he can avo.d it no longer, Finck talks about something else again, not what he was 
asked, saying he tiamix soW.the film at the Archives. as started to say, "I think 
I went first to the--" then chenges. here the judge protested this was not the 

140 question asked of him. Finck says, "As I recall ig As Mr. Eardley. There are many 
names involved in this. I think it was Mr. Eardley ei the Department of Bustice 
and I had authority to go these from the military." 

141 	After some fumbling, when asked if he knew of the panel report, beginning 
"I was made aware of this panel review," he winds up saying "I had received this panel 
review in February 1969". Maybe not before then, but that he doesn't say and isn't 
asked. eend this date refers only to a copy of it. 

144 	Asked if he knew the Dallas doctors called the front neck wound an 
entrance wound when humes told him of his call, he evades. Oser dropred it without 
reading the hologreple. 

146 	Oser asks if he muld have meshed the two sides of the incision back 
together again and ascertain whether or not tnis was a wound within the incision..." 

147 	The answer is partly obliterated in the transcript. "I did not see the" 
can be made out. Other words are, "I examined this su" and the first clear letters 
after that ate "und", so I take it he said, "I examined this surgical wound and I 
did not see the" followed by the obliterated, followed by "bed" (described?" by 
the Dallas doctors 

148-9 	There is some bickerine when Oser returns to the "track" of the 
wound, but when Oser asks, "Did you dissect any area of the neck muscles which 
might have been thought to be en exit wound of the President's neck?" Finck said, 
"I made some measurements of, of course to determine the wound, this was the wound 
of entry in the back of the neck, and I examined both edges of the surgeonts surgichl 
incision in the front of the neck. I don't remember a surgical dissection of this 
area". Saying "I don't remember is a lie or his earlye unequivocal statement is. 
But it is highly significant that he here says he carefully examined the surgery. 
More on this follows (152ff), where he is even more specific. 

150 	"As I remember I took those measurements", of the rear neck wound. He 
says it was from edge to edge, but "there is some variation in taking measurements 
of a wound", from whether you take in the "edge itself or the abrasion". 	is not 
asked what he included, what he did not. The clez3r inference here is that tim 
measurement could have been greater. 

151 	 ..sked the front as esurement, he stretches it to 5 mm "in diemeter", 
whereas it was 3 by 5 mm. This si consistent with his saying, after consulting his 
notes(on the previous page) that 7 mm is a quarter of an inch, when it is more 
than half again that much. 

152 	 Asked, in the summery reports  "you did not list the size" of the front 
wound he repli s, "Because I did not, I did not see the wound in the front. I did not, 
I don't know why it is not there". Again, "I did not see the wound of exit in the skinI" 
He tries to say it wee just as good because he sew the hole in the shirt, which he 
falsely end without any evidence-contrary to all existing evidence- cells "a hole 
of exit in the shirt". 

154 	In arguing an objection, Dyeond emphasises, "the doctor testified he n 
never saw the front bullet wound." Repeated on 155,"he never did see the front wound 
in the neck". There is much bickering and objecting. alien Finck gets to the simple 
answer to tee simple question, was the rear wound larger than the front, and he can 
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no longer not answer, having been ordered to by the judge, he evades: •  

159 	"I don't know 'cause 1  measured the wound of entry whereas I bad no wey 
of measuring the wound of exit..."; whiJa is false. He could-and should-have drawn 
the edges together, as all authorities agree wee possible. If he is the authority 
he is represented as aein-, he knew this also. Thus he perjured himself in saying 
"I had no way of measuring the wound of exit". 

160 	 On meesure,eet:"the edge of the wound can be measured in different ways", 
Oser switches to tne head wound 

181 	Naturally, Finck will not say whether the sketch showing the entrance is 
accurate or not. Ne juggles with words until told by the judge, "you should answer" 

162 	As though he had never examined the corpse:"Having seen the photographs 
I think the the wound was higher and therefore there is c difference between the 
drawing and the photograph". The real thing is that the drawing is wrong in placing 
the wound to law and because he =amine' the body he knew this when he testifed 
based on that drawing. He also knew I had discovered this in the panel report because 
it had come out in th_ Tashington trial, so he could not entirely avoid when he 
could no longer evade. But, asked if it would be correct to say the drawing is not 
correct, which he has just said, he replies, "I would not say ttxtxxtxxDTxaslAx 
this drawing is incorrect". He plays around with words for a while, with Oser wanting 
to know if it is correct or not correct, sayine, finally; 
163 	""It can't show it exactly. It is not a photograph. The word exactly is 
excessive". There is no doubt, Finck was boss, deciding whet should and should not 
be asked and how. Oser asked for a yes or no answer and Dymond objected 

165 	After More bickering about the location and a comparison of the location 
on the drawing and the Awl autopsy desceiptive sheet, asked if they are "in the same 
location", he unashamedly replies, "Approximately, it is in the beck of the heed". Thts 
no matter how woongly they reported the'point of the wound, with the account of the 
President's wound hinging on it, as long as they showed it in the back of the head; 

_it was okay: He persists in the same,. evasion(166) when the question is repeated, 
rephrasing it instead of respUnding, saying only that the descriptive sheet "repres-
ents a bullet wound in the back of the hamix neck". Oser again asks if thks wound 
is 'in the same position" in both the drawing end the autopsy descriptive sheet, and 
without hesitation, Finck says,"Approximately, yes." but he add he "would like to 
say that the wound...was slightly higher than shown in " the descriptive -sheet. 

-167 	Be argues the mark "may be somewhat misleading", to which. Oser responds, 

168 	"then why did you use then", to which Dymond interjects, trying to give a 
Inc% time. :,:ere bickering, more non-rezoLsiveness "I didn't uF,a be photograr,h 
fn my testimony"), it continues for several pages, with -einck persisting in talking 
about everything else and himself (170) introducing ehat ha could not have used in 
his testimony, the panel report of almost four years after it. 

172 	 Oser gave up and asked Finck when he discovered the "discrepancy". For 
all the world once egains as though he had not been the pathologist who examined the 
body for just this purpose, accurate location of the wounds, he said he discovered tt 
"at the ti e I was comparing teis Exhibit 397...with the photographs of the autopsy... 
in January 1967". 

173 	A little discombobulated, Finck describes the descriptive sheet as 
"schematic drawings =hi which are made ahead of time", to which user asks, "Are you 
telling me the descriptive sheet was drawn before the autopsy of the aresidentea 
Yinck limps out of it by saying "Not the wounds but the contour of the body", Which 
is both obvious, since it was, ,:!s he never acknolwedged (an.: I think I recall his 
pretending otherwise) mimeographed and he was not telkiner about contours. 
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• He says it was mode during the examination of the body and I pareicipe-
ted t inethis by lacking come measurements which I recognize here". 

174 	Beck to the head wounds. 

175 	Asked, "did you dissect the scalp area and submit a section to micro- 
scopic examination", he replies, in no way reeponsivedy, "Again, I examined that 
wound." The Colonel is apparently very much offended that his miserable performance 
as Presidential prosector, leaving questions when there need have been none and not 
doing what he knew he had to and was trainee to do, should be questioned at ell. It 
is a real Prussian attitude, almost as though he were being insulted whereas he should 
have been rpaised for making the whole fake solution possible. Oser tells him, as 
the judge had repeatedly ordered, "Yes or no and then youxcan explain". This is not 
to Boss Finch's liking, so he responds, " I don't remember. I don't remember. The 
microscopic exam nation is not made at the time of the xxinloz$ gorse autOpsy,'it is 
made sometime later from scalp samples taken at the autopsy and I don't remember tbe 
details in that respect." It is my recollection that he not only remembered it but a 
eluded to it earlier in his discussion o f the supplementary report. Be had to khow 
then cut a sample off and he perjure himself in saying twice, "I don't remember", 
then reiterating it 

176 	Asked if he had seen mark "the results of any such tests?", with no 
restriction on where, kszlwatEallsatiaszretstszvanilxtszikszwmazinissaipistsxsztepsyx 
fizatxttkasxmaxisiatztlaaszwaggienunstargmissgswitznxistpcsaginggxwitinzweamingzgozittwewzx 
=sax "I don't see a microscopic description" in ebeiser the autopsy report eaa ; 
fetiWiTesieeiaiAivedele. esked again, "as of this date, Colonel, in February 1969", he 
sags "I have no further information beyond the description I read made by Dr. 
Jeumes." This is fascinating, for i means there site more xluees notes not in 
offictil existence, unless Finch is again perOuriag himself. Both are possible. 
IflamtAVORAtznetzinxsitheammuk2gazartizittxtnizxliMazitttRikatiliAARixazi4JA 
wzMasztsmartptimix Unless the simple mention of- it in theebuelementer7_report 
can be interpreted as a Deseription" written by :14Unes.'Teis also means 	on such 
basic evidence, the only proof that a bullet entered at that point other than the 
opinion it exploded inside the head, there was no discussion at any time between 
aumesand Finch on this point. 

When Oser asks himabout his description of the alleged head entry 
wound as "Ragged 15 x 6 millimeters", Fenck, knowing full well what he had to get 
User sway from seized on the "ragged" and rambled on and on for about a page. The 
panel report (page 11) give the dimensions of this wound as much larger, 8x20 mm. 

168 	Here also he gives the approximate angle of the head wound as 7within 
45 degrees". He add, as though there were some magic in the 45 degrees figure, 
"but the degree of 45 degrees I remember is better txxxlim to quote for the neck 
wound than for the head". 

He acknowledges leOmm is four inches. 

179 	Asked if he agrees or disagrees wits the panel report finding this 
wound was 100 mm above the occipital, he sayd, "I can't say I agree or disagree 
with this for the mmixszx following reasons: the measurements.  refers to ::-ray 
film..." This is to say the panel doctors issued a misleading, deceptive report 
couched in meaningless phrases. It is false end nonsensical. The greatest error, 
if they did not translate their measurements on the film into meaningful ones, which 
a scale made simple, :ere the film not actual size, is the measurements of the rear 
allegedly entry wound, which are close enough. They had to be a 300; error or diseg-
reem nt in the rear wound for the explanation to be to his knowledge _nythine but fa 
false. 

1P0 
	

Pne he eerees the thre retheTemists ere ouslified end the relteleelet is 
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186 	But he agrees the pathologists are well qualified and a radiologist 
is the best person to read X-rays. fsked is anywhere in their report, "you find... 
any mention...-of any hole in the President's head being one inch slightly above 
the occipital protuberance bone"(sic), with no shame at all Finck says, "I do not 
find the measurement as one inch to the right of the external occipital protuberance 
in this State 72 (the eenel report)". Pretty obviously, though Oser seems to have 
missed it, Zinck answered en unasked question and did not answer the asked Question. 
He switched to the right for above 

181 	Oser had him go over to the exhibits, whida were mounted, and asked him 
to locate 100 mm above the occipital protuberance epproxtmately. Dymond came to 
inck's relief with an objection, that the exhibit was not to scale. after it was 
kicked around and the judge ruled against Dymond, Finck got the angle Dymond gave him 

183 end sald,"I can't see how I can be asked to place a wound that was measured 
184 on X-rays„ I don't understand how I can be asked to put on an illustrative drawing 

showing the location of the wound as we approximately saw it and hots based on measure-
rent of X-rays. Those 100 millimeters--" 

This is xot. He could hay come very close, for he knows there is but 
slight variation in human heads this way and if he had been as muebas 50r, wrong he'd 
still be giving graphic proof of the grossness of the error in his own work and 
testimony before the -Alr:en Commission, 7esides„ in hie own words, all that was 
called for is an approxi:ation. end he was not asked to make any comparison at all, 
• merely to make a mark a proximately where 100 mm above the external occipital pro-
tuberence is. 

isked how the illustrator could eake a mark to show this on his sketch, 
Finck's answer is, "Because hw was told by Dr. humes about the at-proximate location 
of that wound...", apprently not realizing if it could be done by a non-medical men 
it certainly could be by a meuical man, especially one who saw it, whereas the illus-
trator hadn't. 

185 	After getting hi; to admit the four men were competent and the radio- 
logist "deals with X-rays and the interpretation of them"? Fiuck is asked to make 
the mark. Dymond argues he cannot! Finck tnerefore argues, 	don't think I can put a 
wound on a drawing whereas the distance of that wound on the X-rays was given as 100 
dallimeters I can't do that on :something that is different." The judge tries to 
straighten it out. 

18147 	Even suggesting that what the panel did is "make a correction, if one 
was made", he asks "can you place w th some kind of a pen or what you have" such a 
mark. Dymond agains interrupts, to be stopped by Meer who protests, "I don't want Mr. 
Dymond to testify". He argues tne "distances" on the 1:-rays and drawing are "not 
compatible" end "would be impossible to transpose". The judge says, "I will accept taatl' 

188 	 Finck is so evasive that when asked if he is "familiar with an autopsy 
descriptive sheet" ads response is "it is quite commong to use worksheets in autopsies", 
which the exasperated neer tells him, "I ask you again, that wasn't my question, have 
you used them before?" Finck refuses to say he used "autopsy descriptive sheets" before, 
or that he was familbr with theml, saying, evasively, only,"I heVe used eorkshetts in 
autopsies". (I don't believe that in all the many millions of words of testimony I have 
read and the millions I have prepered for printinF, I have ever seen a witness who so 
edemanely refused to say yes or no when this was called for and then. was no reasonable 
excuse far not doing it.) Oser than asks, "And are you telling The Curt that you can't 
mark 100 millimeters above the occipital orotuberence bone on that descriptive sheet 

r to re 

that you have used before?" Dymond interrupts to say this is repetititious, but, the judge 
says he'll let tae doctor 'answer it, telling  

ed it 
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189 	 After which Oser asks, "What is your answer". Finck says, "I could 
place a wound higher on that drewing.but again I don't understand Why I:dh asked to 

do that". Oser says, "I don't think it is for the witness to determine that" enc. elegm 
mann tried to relieve the doctor, saying, as though the opposite had happened, "Let h 
the witness answer". This unending direction of the witness by defense counsel, with 
their very obvious efforts to give hie time to dope out escape hatches to avoid the 
obvious and the truth leaps from the transcript. They have nedless and pointless 
interruptions and onjections, and ellen they cannot say anything that is relevant, as 
in this case they have no reluctance in saying anythine at -11, no matter how in-
appropriate. But the judge tells Finck 

190 	 "If you say you can placer it, I suggest you leave the witness stand, 
step down, and go place it. Finck still argues the irrelevant, " That would not be placed 
on ;Le.rays, that eoulu be e wound higher and approximately in this location." Oser 
says, 'These are approximate and we can cover the matter" end as'es, "Initial that, 
please", in response to which Finck again says, "Your flonor, at this time I weuld like 
to make a comment for the record " The Judge says, "No, sir, you are not running the 
show. You either answer the question and give en explanation ant don't comment." 
Dymond immediately aka "May we see whether this comment is in the form ef an exp - 
lanation of his answer, your honor." 

181 	 Finck says if "Definitely" is and sterts to say "The mark I have madee-" 
but is stopred by the judge who says "You can't volunteer information just because 
you wish to...You can only give us answers to a question and than an ex foliation. 
There is a difference from what you want to volunteer and what you want to explain..." 

192 	 He says the mark "does not correspond to the'wound I have seen at the i 
tie of the autopsy...I don't endorse the 100 millimeters for that drawing...I was 
more or less forced to put on this exhibit." Oser tells him, "I want the record to 
reflect the witness was not forced", and Flack backs down, saying, "I was asked to show.. 
-".:Wearily, the judge elks 193 "Let us go on to another area". 

But Finck has accom lished his purpose. He has mixed everyone up thor-
oughly, made it impossible for Oser to carry out a logical examination, and avoided 
the very obvious fact that four reputable experts, ell at least as expert as thoegit 
who performed the autopsy and signed the report on it, officially said other than 
that autopsy report, officials if diplomatically said they were grossly wrong in 
reecribing the fetal wound. 

193 	 Asked only "how many pieces of skull" they had from off the body, Finck 
launches into most of a page of volunteered argument about coning, bevelling, wounds of 
exit, and no one any longer tries to stop him, even the judge, who had just twice warned 
hie preelmst volunteering 7het he TP?not asked. 

Seked, 'Did you section ice[ and examine the left hemisphere" his reply 
is "I did not". Le'does not volunteer o this point. esked "Phy?" his answer is "The 
most massive lesions were on the rieht side and the brain was preserves in tormelin... 
and I did not meke sections of the left side", which does not say "why?" he was there 
when the brain was removed and there was nothing to prevent examination of the left - 
hemisphere prior to formalin fixation and afterward, first by visual examination and 
X-rays and later by sectioning and miscroscopic examination. ie is a real weLeak1iee- 

, 
195 	 admits it would be "feasible to examine the left side of the brain", he 
says "Yes2 but again is permitted to argue the irrelevant, that "tee brain was removed 
end preserved...." He got wound up, Oser let him run on, and he got careless, concluding, 
"and I know the brain cnnteined many fragments. 	196 Oser asked, "How many did the 
left side of the brain contain':" Finck stalled, "Weht is your question?" Oser repeatds 
repeats it and Finck again, having gotten the time with the phoney question, evades: 
"I don't remember the location of these metallic fragments..." 
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196 	 There is more remblang, wita Finck evading, but finally User put it to 
hid this way, '"'is of ttlis, date in February, February 24, 1969, can you tell me the 
result of that sectioning of that side of the brain?" Here he got a direct answer: "No." 
Then, "Can yiu tell me what the rectangular structure measuriaa approxiaately 13 x 20 
millimeters • (197) as found by the panelist in the brain of the 'resident cuuld be?" 
he says, "I don't know what it means". Oser takes hia throuah tae size, and asks 
"why you can't tell me that this 3/4 inch by 1/2 inch rectangular-shaped whatever it • 
is, what it was- in the President's brain?" Finck again evades, for he performea the 
autopsy and it se was his function to have gale into this then and he didn't, so ha 
says, "At this time" and other evasion, "II can't interpret this". He tried to say 
bones are fragmented:', things like that 

198 	 In all of this what is missed is that the structure shows in photo- 
graahs, meeniag it was visible to him (panel Report, p. 8) or there were photos 
taken after the autopsy and mixed in with those taken during the examination. If this 
were the case, then still more autopsy pictures are missing. 

He "doesn't recall" whether he "found any bone fragments this size" in 
the brain, acknowle ges it is not in the autopsy report and says "we would have to 
refer to the supplementary report which I do not have with me", where it also is not 
mentioned, as he undoubtedly knew. 

199 Foreed first to answer yes or no, he acknolweages with a "yes" that they "didn't 
go into the other half Of the brain and completely ascertain what have have or may not 
have been there" and " you did not do a complete autopsy" , his explanation being only 
the autopsy was "adequate as regards the external wounds of the brain" which it 
would seem is false, the structure being recorded on s picture, meaning he could have 
seen with the eye what the lens sew and the film recorded. He further acknowledges 
in his opinion this was not "a complete auto sy under the definition used by the 
American Board of Pathology". His lengthy pretended explanation explains nothing 
end goes into irrelevancies, like, "obtained from people at the scene", whit is 
also untnue, and on to next page 

200 	 adds "because there was supplemental reports, examination of clathing that 
was made at a later date", still Pals , there being nothing about tais in the sup-
plemental report and tae clotaing had nothing to do wits_ the brain and could nave 
been examined immeaiately, if teat meant anything. 

He acknowledges he saw the photographs for his January 19, 1967 report-
end although Oser did not ask him, this is in those photographs. Says he doesn't 
remember whether taw/ then consulted the supplementary report, 

201 	 and claims if they didn't, this did not mean the 1967 report was 
"not complete and accurate completely". His pretended explanation again neither 
addresses nor extleins anything, for it is that he then didn't " remember all the 
factors I used at that tiae."But on the -J•evious page, 200, he said "I don't know" 
when asked why the 1967 report contained nothing on this. This is an especially 
false answer because the next part of it is that "I was asked to correlate the 
autopsy with the photographs", ad this in not in tha autopsy and is in the photos. 

201-3 	With more then a week to prepare himself for his testimony, he didanet 
bring a copy of the supplementary report with him. 

201' Acknolwedges he doesn't ::now what they based autopsy statement "The President 
fell forward" on. 204 Oser asks him if this shows in the :apruder film and Dymond 
interrupts to claim "this question is impossible to answer" (which he repeats. Oser 
says ae wants to know on what Finck based this 
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205 	 "I agree with Sou", the judge says, but,
 they never get any answer. 

The-  fact is this,did not. beppenseth
oughnit is in the autopsy report. 

209 	 If a bullet like 399 "were to hit sots 
obstruction, such as bona in the 

head", "There could be a deposit of the
 components", which is, even for him, a

n 

evasive and incomplete answer. were *e
inek pulls another dishonesty. here Ose

r has 

aseed bin specifically about"a erojectil
e similar to the type" of 399, "etch a $

xxiststx 

copper-jacketed pellet", in his evasive 
response Finck refers not to what he has

 

already referred to as a "military type
" 9208) to "a bullet", which can be int

erpreted 

to refer to any kind and design of bulle
t, and on this basis says what cannot be

 true 

of the design end performance of the ha
rdened military, jacketed bullet, "*es,

 is is 

possible tAx a bullet can disintegrate
 ehen going through soft tissue. It is 

not en 

absolute necessity". 

214 asked to explain the panel finding 
of fragments in the neck area (again Dy

mond 

tried to divert, but Oser read the pane
l report, from page 13, Finck's answer 

is, 

"I don't know what they are referring 
to or rather, I don't recall seeing sa

y metal-

lic fragments on the X-rays of this reg
ion of the neck. I don't recall", which

, despite 

the invocation of the perjurer who woul
d escape the penalty, must be perjury, 

it being 

in his own 1/67 report 

220-1 	After much haggling, when Fin& is asked
 "what is your opinion as to 

Whether or not 399, as you saw it, could
.have struck the wrist and could remain 

in the 

Mae condition as you sew it, " his resp
onse is suiteSentrary to his Warren Oom

misslion 

testimony, "I don't know". Oser cited t
his 10 testimony. 

222 	 tbaux Dymond claims both that the answe
r would be "based on hearsay 

evidence", which is false, bedeuse Finck
 is en expert and is so aualified, and t

he 

court had "indicated very strenuously" 
thit the Report (which is not the quest

ion, 

Fink's testimony being all that is invo
lved) is fraught with hearsay 

223-4 	The judge overruled the ob:ection.,Oser
 reads Finck's WC testimony and 

225 	 instead of answering, Finck begins, "I 
would like to--" when Oser 

interrupts to direct, "Answer yes or no"
. Finck, instead, argues,' "I can't answ

er the 

question the way it was asked for the f
ollowing reasons:", whereupon tta judge

 in-

terrupts him to order, "No. Yiu will hav
e to answer like every other witness..."

Oser 

then asks, 'Did you or did you not?" and
 Finck asks, "Read it back". he is

 either stal-

ling fo time to cook up another way of e
scaping an answer of for Dymond to cisme

 to 

his relief. If it read back, and the sna
ke still manages to evade: 

226 	 "I testified, I did", which is not sayi
ng that is whet he testifed-to. 

Finck made e od use of his time. It is 
beyond even his greet capability to be 

always, 

100of the time, spontaneously dishonest.
 sometises he needs a few ..-_,e7nds to

 invent 

his falsifications and evasions and dis
tortions. Sfter this, as pert of the sa

me 

answer, he asks "May I give an explanat
ion?" The Judge says, "Certeiely", so F

ick 

says, "On page 382 of my testimony I m
uld like to read a little more--". The

 

judge interrupts to deny this, saying he
 can refresh his memory or Ott 

"explain in jour own words", but that i
s all. Finck cannotbe deterred. Be pers

ists in 

an totally irrelevant addition and unti
l the judge (on 227) finally orders, "W

ait, 

wait, wait," goes into his having been a
sked if xxissitstx "such a bullet could 

have 

passed through the head of President Ke
nnedy end remained intact". 

227 	 Dymond also lies tith his onjection, sa
ying "the doctor!s obvious conten- 

tion is that this answer has been taken
 out of context. 

228 	 Dynond continues to argue tils .questio
n is out of mutest, n.2. the judge 

orders the jury removed. 
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231 	 Dymond actually tries to misinterpret tae WC questioning to mean that 

Finck was asked whether the same bullet could have gone through both the heedeand the 

wrist, which is obviously false, as even the Repirt shows, but the judge oberriles 

him, "You read it that way, but ve will leave it to the jury to Mitt determine that", 

and the jury is recalled, and 232 court is recessed tntil the next morning. 

Pages of his 2/25/69 testimony begin cith 1 again. 

2-3 	 Oser asks Low the autopsy report could say the pictures show the fractur- 

ing and fragmentertion better then the verbal description and aymond, ignoring the 

fact that these are the words of Finck's report, to object it does not say "better 

than what". Tne judge tells him ha is as "coming to the aid of the witnesse but he 

repeats and is ignored. he is directed to answer the Question, so he doesn't-and 

again gets away with it, winding up saying the photos were "turned over undeveloped 

to the Secret Service..." Nies the jury did not get the point, that he had no 7ey of 

knowing what, if anything, these photos would show end, in fact, some of the photos 

are now said to show noteine at all. 

4 	 He is a)nfronted with the autopsy languege- "presumeably of entry" and 

his current insistence, positiveness the wound was of entry. His answer is,"As I 

recall, it was _admiral Galloway who told us to out in that word, "presumeably". This 

can mean only that the revision was in the :admiral's presence and under his supervision 

and preeumeebly control. 

5 	 Asked if Galloway suggested "you add anything else" he says "not that 

I recall", which also cannot be true because every reference but one to wounds of 

entry is changed in this or a similar way. 

5-6 	 The person who told then "not to talk" was "not a General, it was 

an Admiral", whose nom e hs tries to avoid, but says he was Adjutant General of the 

Navy (really surgeon general), Admital Kinney. 

6 	 eTherewas"no general in charge of the autopsy" he claims, while repeat- 

ing that ha heetdOne say "I em" when liumes asked who was in charge. 

7-8 	 At least three admirals were present and at least two Generals. 

11 	 Even pretends he did not read the autopsy report before he signed it, 

saying Humes "read it over to me a the Bethesda Hospital and I would say I spent 

several hours with him and Dr. Boswell at the Bethesda hospital before we signed it 

on Sunday, 24 November 1963". Doing what, one wonders? Reading that report is a matter-

of a few minutes. He finally acknowledges he did reed end agree weth it. 

15 	 Places his arrival at the hoppital "at approximately 8 o'clocie" and says 

"X-reys of the head had been taken prior to my arrival", both inconsistent with 

WC testimony. Finck says "Dr. Humes had told me szmaxtta so over the phone when he 

called me at home, asking me to come over". Does he presume that ,ending his arrival 

nothing was done? he had a long trip to make. de says "after I found the wound of 

entry in the beck of the nexk, no corresponding exit,,I requested a whole body ..1. C.-ray
" 

to be sure there is no bullet elsewhere in theebo . Ihis, again, is not consistent,
 

for the sworn INC testimony is teat he asked 	las 	tril'51-11Axt-reMitiesonl, 

the others having hen made. It is alsomenconsistent to say he was searching for what 

might remain in the body and to not mention what the A.-rays show end he knows they 

show, remnants in the thoraxic area. 

16 	 They waited an hour or so for these added X-rays "and they were ijter- 

preted by a radiologist of the Bethesda Hospital. Finck's formulation is very interes
ting 
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"There was no bullet in that cedever". T4is strongly suggests that contrary to 
44AW, tWimonyebefore theeWe,tbe red .0,9440.414 itel; 1,401n.cf •theefregmenege in the bofy, for they must be very obvioue and didn't require a redielogist 
to see them. They are like neon signs. But Oser missed it. And what Finck 
fails to say is whether or not he looked at the X-rays, which he had said will 

"reveal" whet "no operation or autopsy, es complete as it eay be", can (15). 

17 	 Be is again asked why he did not"dissect tbe track of the bullet 
through the President's body" his evasive answer wes "not to create unnecessary 
mulitation of the cadaver". First of ell, it was not "unnecessary", anu second of all, the body was Otherwise pretty well cut up, including upward to the very point, for they saw the bruising of the top of the lung. 

18 	 Asked if it was necessary to learn what happened, he parries, first saying "I did not consider it necessary", which is dipsuted by his testimony they were told not to do it; and then says "I don't know what it would have shown. I 
can't say it it was necessary". For an expert, this amounts to more perjury, 
for he knows what it would have shown if the rest of his testimony is not false, the path of the unfragmenting bullet, and as a forensic-medical expert he knows the path had to be established and it could be no other way, which is also true 
of fragmentation. 

19 	 Here he freely acknotledges that he testified before the PC that 399 coul not have caused the injuries in Governor Clonnally's wrist end volun-tarily explains why, as he did before the Commission. 

I should have noted that 1)ymond took over on re-direct on page 13, where his first question elicited the answer that no one gave him orders "as to what opinion you should render in this report. 1-le would not have accepted orders (he he has already testified that he agreed to a changed if not ordered asked 
by Admiral Gallowiy, saying "presumeebly" of a trance when he had no doubt- about 
which Humes had testified that he made the change because Flack and/or Boswell 
asked it). 

22 	 Return to the 100 mm, of which Dymond asks not is it wrong but 
is it precise, his red mark of the day before. 

23 	 Dymond asks not is the X-ray wrong in size but "does the size 
of that X-rey picture coincide with the size of tae individual's head?". Thus 
they misrepresent in their avoidance, for they do not say this particular X-ray 
is not life size of close to it but that "there is a Clangs in size related to distance", a general exposition that is witeout meaning and of calculated dis-honesty unless he can say it happened in tnis case, Which every indication is 
it didn't. 

25 	 Dymond, for some reason feeling he must defend the government in 
every detail to defend Shaw, engages in further deception, leading Finck to say "you did not conduct en examination of the left half of the brain of President Kennedy" because it was in fixing solution and "The brain was examined after the autopsy report was signed and you will find this examination in thesupple-mentery autopsy report" That he foils to says is the essence: there is no reference to any examination of the left half. This is designed as and is accom-plished deception. 

26 	 His answer to the question, "what was the purpose of the autopsy" is 
"to determine the nature of thw wounds and cause of death". This, in any autopsy 
having to do with a crimee other teen natural death, to his knowledge was so 
i aoomplete as to be false 

28 	 On recross (which begins on 27) he is ,..sked if all the e-rays were 
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available to you?" His response is tricky. Ile begin, "I had Miam seen them in --" abd changes to ".1 had seenth. X-ray film of tea head and the radiologist had reviewed the whole body X-rays before we arepared, before tic we signed the autopsy report". This does not mean he saw none but the head X-rays, the impression he seeks to convey and does, nor does it mean that he'did not see those of the various parts of the body, including of t e thoracic adrea. Further, the real answer is the one he later shifts from, "before we prepared", meaning the report, for the X-rays left the hospital the night o' the autopsy. early in the morning of the day aftea the autopsy era] the day before it was prepared. 

28-9 	He is again deliberately evasive in answering the cuestion,"Do you knew whether or not the X-rays that you viewed were all the X-reys tuat ware taken'" It is, "Well, here Elgin, this review was made by the radiologist. I am not a radto-; logist". It is inevitable that he examined:-rays other than of tae heaa, and this is the testimony before the Warren Commission. It is also the purpose of the X-rays, as he had testified to, because they could show what surgery could not. He volunteers efurther deception, "He did it at our request and he said there was no bullet remaining in the cadaver". He does not say the radiologist told them ther: were no fragments of bullet or bullets in the body, and the fact is that contrary to the sworn testimony to which he also swore, there were such fragments and they show in the X-rays. 

30 	 In answer to another question, he highlight this as the most deli- berateadeception, for he says, "To my knowledge, they came out all right", referring to all the X-ray film. 

He cannot say, having admitted he viewed the X-rays of the head, there is no reference in it to the rectangular structure. he is then asked why there is no reference to "metallic substances in the track". 

31 	 "Before you go into that second question" he asks to add that this structure, according to the panel, "was not identifiable to this panel". Oser asks is the panel saw it it was not there at the time of the autopsy. Dymond inter-rupts to ask Finck what page he is referring to. Find( reeds from page 8 end adds, 32 "I do not know waet this refers to" . "I don't remember", he says when asked if he saw it "at the time of your eutposy", which cannot be true.Dafortunately, Oser did not press the point, for it is not in any autopsy report and it hod to be and had to have been known to the doctors If they made en autopsy. It shows in their pictures, not the X-rays, as user said. 

He admits that although he answer Dymond's question he did not-dissect the track to avo id mutilation,"you also told me yesterday you were told not to gom into tae throat area". T'hus he acknowledges he lied in saying he had not been given orders and ae ana jymona contrived thiamlie. In several foss, taa fact they were bold not to do it is repeated. 

33 	 Asked about the various incision, he persistes in evasions, finally acknolwedges the chest cavity was opened, and to get off the subject, as he has off of the fragments in the track, he volunteers repetition about seeing a brusie. 

34 	 After agreeing that the entire rib cage was laid open, when he is asked, "and you are telling me that you did not go into the throat area because you did not want to mutilate the body,is that correct?", Dymond comes to his rescue with still another intrusion, "I think he answered that three times". 

35 	 When Oser repeats, "I believe you answered Mr. Dymond before that you were not taking orders from anybody in the autopsy room", Dymond again inter-rupts to say, "I think tuat is a misquotation of the witness 



36 	 On being pressed by Oser, when he is forced to agree that he had said he had not been given orders and had also said he had been given orders not to dissect, he tried to draw this distinction:lell,these are not direct orders, these are suggestions and directions. I was not told, 'I give you direct orderz" or that sort of thing. 

Oser decided not to push it. This is a childishness, for the general officers did not haire to club the doctorso all of whom were in the mili-tary and under their orders. Moreover, if told not to dissect, this amounted to controlling the autopsy. 

Finck's trickery was largely EAaccessful. For example, he did get Oser away from what had to be en admission of perjury or of the grossest error in the autopsy(top of 31), Kevin to do with the metallic fragments slicing in the thoracic s-rays tnat, in Humes' testimony, they all went over together and, as I recall, o usina. Fine to ask for :',-rays of all extremities. 

It is at this point that his t stimony concludes. 

_,„ 


